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 60, 2K, 3K, 68K or Apple II computers. For more information, please visit our website. Nullsoft Winamp, a media player, is available for Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. Winamp is a lightweight media player that allows playing audio files, but is much more than that. Winamp supports a variety of file formats (including MP3, Ogg Vorbis, Flac, WAV, Ogg/Vorbis, MP3, Ogg/Vorbis, MP3, WAV,
MP3, WAV, WMV, AVI, MIDI, and others). Zandu MP3 Player, based on Winamp, is a free and open source music player for Linux, UNIX and Windows. It can play all of the major audio formats and has good configuration and a very large collection of codecs. Zandu is fully featured and customizable and also supports video and image files. Zandu is part of the GNU software package collection.
mpg123 is a media player and library that plays MPEG Layer 1, 2 and 3, Vorbis, Theora, Ogg, and Wav. mpg123 plays music in any of the various formats supported by libmpg123. MPlayer is an advanced graphical player for multimedia files in several formats. It features an ncurses interface and can play most video and audio formats, along with DVD menus and subtitles. The name MPlayer comes
from the original player with the same name. MPlayer does not use any "closed source" technology, it can be compiled from source with some work, but MPlayer is not a fully open source project. Xmms2 is a port of XMMS to Linux, originally written by Konstantin Werner, which has been ported to X11R6. It is an audio player application that supports tag and compact disc libraries and CD ripping.

JPlayer is a J2ME audio player designed for the upcoming world of mobile phones. The player supports MP3, WMA, AAC, AAC+, OGG, MID, WAV, AMR, ATRAC, FLAC, AMF, AIFF, MIDI, CRI, S3M, MOD, XM, XM2, L3, MBIT, MXM, APE, MP4, OGA, and other audio formats. Media applications Album Art Tracker for Linux is 82157476af
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